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Abstract 
There always exists "Information Island" phenomenon in most enterprise application systems and has brought many 
problems in the enterprise information. Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) is an effective way to solve the 
"Information Island". Based on the EAI research, the paper finds the problems of traditional EAI and proposes 
collaborative commerce model of enterprise application integration and analysis’ and points out the advantages by 
applying the collaborative commerce model of enterprise application integration. 
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1. Introduction 
There always exists "Information Island" phenomenon in most enterprise application systems. The 
enterprise software developers focus on relatively specific and complex business work, such as enterprise 
resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management (CRM) , supply chain management (SCM) 
and financial management systems. According to target each provides comprehensive solutions and 
information technology in the initial stage, mainly the construction of information systems to meet 
department-level application-based requirements. Therefore, these solutions are limited primarily to 
provide other enterprise applications and data exchange. In many cases, these systems evolved from the 
traditional system, generally do not consider the interface with other applications. 
With the enterprise information process further, there has been an increasing number of enterprise 
applications. "Information Island" of the enterprise's information technology has brought many problems, 
such as data format is not uniform, the data can not be shared among each other, difficult to carry out 
further data analysis and data mining. These problems become more prominent with the increased degree 
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of information technology companies, and the development of enterprise information to become an 
obstacle. Therefore, in order to make the various application systems within the enterprise, business and 
enterprise business systems to coordinate work, improve efficiency, have been proposed enterprise 
application integration (EAI). EAI is to integrate existing enterprise applications to enable enterprises and 
enterprises can seamlessly integrate applications as a whole. 
2. Enterprise Application Integration 
EAI is to integrate the internal and external independent system, and to interpret and transform 
heterogeneous or heterogeneous systems from different application data into an unified workflow 
applications to integrate the collaboration between the operation of data format conversion, synchronous 
or asynchronous automatic process processing. In addition, EAI also enhance the legacy system 
performance, in addition to a closed system with the Windows platform application integration, but also 
increase the utilization data on heterogeneous systems. 
EAI can be business processes, application software, hardware and a variety of standards together, in 
two or more enterprise applications for seamless integration between systems to enable them to conduct 
business as a whole as handling and information sharing. EAI includes not only the internal integration of 
applications and organizations, including the integration between the enterprises to achieve information 
exchange between the enterprises, business collaboration, process integration and the formation of virtual 
enterprises and dynamic alliances. With the breadth and depth of integration increases, a significant 
increase in the difficulty of implementing EAI enterprise application integration in the implementation, in 
accordance with existing enterprise systems, application, and the level and scope, can be cut into different 
levels. 
EAI includes: 
Data Integration: Data integration across different systems of data exchange and sharing, it must 
establish the concept of a unified data model, unified data identification and cataloged to determine the 
metadata model. 
Data Replication: data replication is intended to maintain the data consistency between different 
databases. Between two or more databases set up a software intermediate level, data from a source 
database is selected, then import the destination database. 
Data Aggregation: Data aggregation is the integration of multiple databases and database models into a 
unified database tables and views. In the distribution of the database and put a middleware layer between 
applications, the distribution of the database mapping as a single virtual database model. The advantage is 
that it will be a variety of data types into a unified data model to support data exchange. It can be defined 
by an interface to access any connected enterprise database, providing a unified interface, using data-
oriented application integration to solve the problem Methods. 
Interface Integration: Interface integrated approach using well-defined application interface of the 
application package and customized application integration. Integration-oriented interface, integrated 
applications to connect agents through self-development and application packages and client adapters to 
achieve integration. 
Application Integration: Application integration of different systems to achieve interoperability. 
Enterprises to achieve business process-oriented changes, support systems need to implement process-
oriented integration with process support functions that support the adjacent business activities to achieve 
system interoperability between. 
Message Agent Integration: the system of communication and data exchange between the message 
agent through to implementation, greatly reducing the number of interface connections, and because the 
exchange of information with message broker as the intermediary, when a system is changed, only the 
corresponding message broker part of the change, reduce system maintenance and upgrade complexity. 
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Process Integration: Process integration refers to the process agent use of process-oriented integration. 
Message broker process is an extension agent, which in addition to process messages in the format of the 
application of agent conversation, the agent in the process also encapsulates all applications connected 
with the process of logic. 
EAI's ultimate goal is to provide uniform application of existing data exchange center, and provide the 
basis for the new development, EAI integration supported by a wide spectrum of both the data layer can 
also be integrated application layer, the user layer, interface level and other levels of integration. EAI also 
can be easily used for different applications with different integration methods and tools, which makes 
integration with a better targeted, you can easily use any existing technologies and methods. 
The same time, EAI technology itself has uncertainty, traditional EAI is also problematic: 
z EAI is Expensive. 
z EAI is related with the software product. 
z EAI is a tightly coupled integration 
3. Collaborative Commerce Model of Enterprise Application Integration 
Traditional EAI is a tightly coupled integration model for the performance requirements applicable to 
those high need multiple levels of integrated application integration system. 
Collaborative Commerce is dedicated under the EAI solution. Both sides integrating are loosely 
coupled and do not need more development and maintenance consistent with coordination of enterprise 
application integration business configurability, scalability requirements. 
WEB services are loosely coupled integration model in a standardized, more suitable for those who 
need greater flexibility, frequent changes to the application of integrated systems. Combination of WEB 
services and EAI system is to achieve a layer of loosely coupled service-oriented business application 
integration system that can maximize performance and flexibility while meeting the requirements. 
According to this view, we propose a combination of WEB services, EAI technology integration with 
internal processing of things demanding applications of the idea. Figure 2 is proposed for Collaborative 
Commerce EAI WEB service model, which includes public UDDI registry collaboration, enterprise 
application integration and collaboration of three aspects of enterprise integration. Enterprise or 
collaborative enterprises will participate in its collaborative commerce shared business logic (or through 
the sharing of packaged business logic) to WEB services in the form of collaboration in the public UDDI 
registry to register, complete the release of WEB services, the process needs of the service business or 
cooperative enterprise UDDI registry can be retrieved to the service, that service discovery process, and 
then bind the service can be integrated into the application of collaboration among enterprises and to 
realize the synergies between business and pharmaceutical companies within the enterprise application 
integration. 
The enterprise already exists, to other distributed component platform for enterprise legacy systems, 
both can be found WEB services of its standard package, without having to change existing applications. 
Some systems such as internal financial systems and production systems, interactive processing things 
very often, business processes fixed, the system stability, data accuracy and security requirements of high 
integration as well as between the internal logic of the relationship between these systems Integration can 
use the EAI integration scheme, the external form can be packaged into a WEB service to provide certain 
data and services. 
WEB enterprise legacy systems are to package the service in the public UDDI center to register 
collaborative. UDDI registration services are on the classification and registration and access to the 
security restrictions. Through UDDI center of their own need to find the appropriate services and bind 
operation, the enterprise application adapters to their agreement by agreement of data re-packaging and 
binding services to information exchange. And when companies can collaborate on specific 
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circumstances, only the packaging of certain enterprise legacy applications to share business logic, can 
effectively protect the enterprise of private business logic, either in the original business logic without 
changing the enterprise based on cooperation. But also Collaborative Commerce meets every enterprise 
application integration requirements on the safety. 
In accordance with this model, the demand for any service under the collaborative commerce need 
only through a common component interface - WEB Services, you can use UDDI to register in the WEB 
services, without considering other mechanisms such as the internal implementation, operating platform 
and the development of language and other details, call the service information system through remote 
call, so the WEB service calls are loosely coupled. 
4. The advantages of enterprise application integration model 
Under the collaborative enterprise application integration commerce model has the following 
advantages: 
WEB Services, EAI and Integration: achieving a service-oriented layer of loosely coupled and tightly 
coupled complex system within the enterprise combining the implementation of enterprise application 
integration systems thinking, while meeting all the collaborative commerce application system 
performance and flexibility requirements. 
Open Standards: WEB service using HTTP, SOAP, UDDI, WSDL and other open standards, reducing 
the technical difficulty of enterprise application integration, collaboration enables collaborative product 
commerce and unification of all easy to accept, reduce the scale of the technology to achieve the 
threshold product of collaborative commerce. 
Good Security: programs and WEB service-related part in the enterprise application integration inside 
the firewall, cut off from the outside of the WEB services, unauthorized access and to ensure reliable 
message delivery. WEB services security standards in the case of imperfect provides security support 
services to the WEB. 
Cross-Enterprise Application Integration: Because the model is used for communication WEB services 
agreement with HTTP as the transport protocol can go through the corporate firewall, to achieve cross-
enterprise application integration. 
Loosely Couple: For the traditional EAI solutions it is tightly coupled. The integrated side must inform 
the other side if any side has been changed, otherwise it may cause the failure of integration. WEB-based 
services, enterprise application integration using a service release and found the way, is a loosely coupled 
integration of both sides, consistent with coordination of enterprise application integration business 
configurability, scalability requirements. 
Economy: enterprise application system to some shared legacy business logic independent WEB 
service packaging business logic without changing the original, based on the WEB application integration 
services, protection of corporate investment.  
5. Conclusion 
With the continuous process enterprise information depth, appeared more and more enterprise 
applications, "islands of information" to the enterprise information technology has brought many 
problems with the increase in the level of corporate information is growing prominent, and the 
development of enterprise information to become an obstacle. EAI is to integrate existing enterprise 
applications to enable enterprises and enterprises can seamlessly integrate applications as a whole. 
Based on the EAI research, for the traditional EAI problems the paper proposes collaborative 
commerce model of enterprise application integration, and analysis the advantages of the collaborative 
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commerce model for enterprise application integration. How to implement collaborative commerce of 
enterprise application integration will be the continue research on the subject. 
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